### FEDERAL OFFICES
- **PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT**: JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH TALBI
- **SENATORS**: RICHARD A. KLAITE and RAIN V. WOHN.CUFF
- **CONGRESSMEN**: RICHARD A. KLAITE and RAIN V. WOHN.CUFF
- **HOUSE**: RICHARD A. KLAITE and RAIN V. WOHN.CUFF

### COUNTY OFFICES
- **COUNTRY COMMISSIONER**: JEFF JOHNSON
- **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR**: MARILYN CORDES

### STATE REPRESENTATIVE
- **DISTRICT 6**: JAMES WISER
- **DISTRICT 5**: JAMES WISER
- **DISTRICT 7**: JAMES WISER

### CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
- **CLEAN WATER, AIR, AND CULURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS**: YES

### VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT